Based on a novel miniature tensile-fatigue device, a novel prediction method of low cyclic stress-strain curve for structural materials with cyclic hardening behavior was investigated. The prediction method was based on a modified exponential fitting equation, which was verified more appropriate to describe the low cyclic stress-strain curve than the known Hollomon equation. On basis of the fitting equation, the low cyclic stress-strain curve could be validly predicted via merely knowing the material's engineering stress-strain curve and the stabilized cyclic stresses at two strain amplitudes. The feasibilities of the fitting method and prediction method were verified by the low cycle fatigue tests on extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy, 7075 aluminum alloy and H63 copper zinc alloy. The predicted and actual stabilized cyclic stresses were approximately close to each other. From engineering standpoint, the prediction method would reduce the testing work amount of cyclic stressstrain curve to a great extent.
Introduction
Depending on the ratio of monotonic ultimate tensile strength to the yield strength, a metal may undergo cyclic hardening, cyclic softening or remain cyclically stable. Cyclic hardening would lead to a decreasing peak strain with increasing cycles and cyclic softening would lead to a continually increasing strain range and early fracture. 1) For the materials with cyclic hardening behavior, the hysteresis loops always stabilize within about 100 cycles then the materials reach to a stabilized condition. The cyclic stressstrain curve is usually determined by connecting the tips of stable hysteresis loops from the low cyclic fatigue testing at various strain amplitudes. 1, 2) Therefore, the cyclically stabilized stress-strain curves do not coincide with static engineering stress-strain curves with different degrees of stress differences. 3, 4) Generally, to accurately describe the cyclic stress-strain curves, abundant stable hysteresis loops at various strain amplitudes are expected, and that would lead to a great many work amount. If the low cyclic stress-strain curve could be predicted combining with the engineering stress-strain curve and merely several stable hysteresis loops, the work amount would be simplified to a great extent. 5) Additionally, there are two common mathematical descriptions of the work hardening phenomenon. 1) Specifically, Hollomon equation is a power law relationship and is frequently used to describe the true tensile stress-strain curve of materials at the region of uniform plastic deformation:
Where n is the strain-hardening exponent, K is the strength coefficient, ¾ p is the plastic strain, and · is the stress. Ratke et al. 6) had reported that Hollomon equation was reliable in large strain area rather than in small strain area. Another common variation which includes the yield stress is the Ludwik equation as shown in eq. (2):
Where · o is the yield stress, and K, n, ¾ p and · are the same parameters as shown in eq. (1). The strength coefficient K is structure dependent and is influenced by the processing of materials, and for most metals, n has values between 0.1 and 0.5. The strain-hardening exponent n could by described as:
Although the typical cyclic stress-strain curve could be described by an analogy with Hollomon equation or Ludwik equation based on exponential fitting, the fitting precision might not be high enough with unsatisfactory correlation coefficient if the stable hysteresis loops is insufficient. As basic methods of static and dynamic mechanical tests, the tensile and low cycle fatigue tests have been widely adopted to determine the basic mechanical properties of structural materials.
712) Take the extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy 812) with typical cyclic hardening behavior for example, S. Hasegawa et al. 10) investigated the low cycle fatigue behavior under uniaxial cyclic loading by both strain and stress controlled conditions, and a fatigue life evaluation method was discussed based on Manson-Coffin equation, and Y. C. Lin et al.
11) studied the hot tensile deformation and fracture behaviors, and the effects of deformation parameters on the strain hardening rate, strain rate sensitivity, microstructural evolution and fracture morphology were also discussed. However, the quantitative relationships between the static and cyclic stress-strain curves of AZ31B magnesium alloy were seldom mentioned. This paper focused on the prediction method of cyclic stress-strain curves via merely knowing the material's stabilized cyclic stresses at two strain amplitudes and the engineering stress-strain curve, and a fitting method was developed based on exponential fitting to describe the static and cyclic stress-strain curves.
Exponential Fitting Method
For structural materials with cyclic hardening behaviors, both the engineering and cyclic stress-strain curves monotonically increased at region of uniform plastic deformation, on condition that the two curves could be fitted by similar functions, the cyclic curve could be deduced by the engineering curve theoretically. Meanwhile, although the stress-strain curve of many metals in the region of uniform plastic deformation could be described by the classical Hollomon equation, the equation might not be absolutely appropriate to describe the engineering stress-strain curve. The engineering stress-strain curve does not give a true indication of the deformation characteristics, because it is based entirely on the original dimensions of the specimen, and these dimensions would change continuously during the tensile test. Actually, the true stress-strain curve 13 ) presents a larger stress value compared with the engineering curve as the cross-sectional area of the specimen is gradually decreasing.
To describe the engineering curve at the materials' typical plastic deformation stage, a miniaturized self-made device with separate modular tensile and fatigue actuators was developed. The loading principle, function, gripping method and advantages of the device have been reported in detail in the previous work.
14) The prototype of the proposed device with specific dimensions of 158 mm © 124 mm © 43 mm is shown in Fig. 1 . The tensile actuator was mainly consisted of a servo motor (Maxon EC-max) with a large reduction ratio gear reducer, a two-stage worm gears reducer, a load sensor (SM 609-A) with measurement range of 1000 N and a displacement sensor (SDVH8B) with measurement range of 10 mm and resolution of 1 µm. The fatigue actuator was mainly consisted of a special flexure hinge and a piezoelectric stack. The compatibility with tensile actuator was realized by a couple of positioning pins, which were assembled on the rigid part of the flexure hinge. Therefore, the fatigue actuator could not only work independently but also combine with the tensile actuator to output tensile/fatigue combined loads. Figure 2 shows the engineering stress-strain curve of an extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy, and the alloy composition of the magnesium alloy was determined by energy dispersive spectrometer (Inca X-Max, Oxford Instruments, United Kingdom) and shown in Table 1 . Based on the obtained engineering stress-strain curve, a novel equation based on a modified exponential fitting method was proposed and shown in eq. (4), where A is the strength coefficient, b is the strainhardening exponent, c is the constant term, ¾ p is also the plastic strain, and · f is the fitted stress value.
For the plastic strain range from the yield strain to 0.02 (part i as shown in Fig. 2 ), which could be considered as the range of cyclic strain amplitude for many structural materials that are subjected to low cycle fatigue loads, the local engineering stress-strain curve was fitted and shown as eqs. (5) and (6) by respectively using the Hollomon equation and the modified fitting equation. As shown in Fig. 2 , on basis of eq. (5), the fitting result was inconsistent with the actual engineering curve, while, when the curve was fitted by the modified equation, the fitted and actual engineering curves were approximate with correlation coefficient of 0.9998. Therefore, the modified equation could be considered as more appropriate to describe the engineering curve at region of uniform plastic deformation than the Hollomon equation. 
On the other hand, although the typical cyclic stress-strain curves could also be described by the Hollomon equation, the fitting precision might not be high enough with unsatisfactory correlation coefficient, especially for the insufficient stabilized hysteresis loops. Seen from eq. (4), theoretically, the fitted cyclic stress-strain curve could be obtained based on merely three stabilized hysteresis loops, in other words, if the stabilized cyclic stresses could be accurately calculated by merely three strain amplitudes and stabilized stresses, the work amount to obtain the cyclic stress-strain curve would be significantly reduced. To investigate the feasibility of the proposed fitting method, the stabilized cyclic stresses at various strain amplitudes were tested by using the proposed tensile-fatigue device. During the tests, the low cycle fatigue loading rate, namely the tensile and compressive rate, was set as constant 5 µm/s. When the strain amplitude was 0.0058, the stabilized cyclic stress under stable condition was 182.1 MPa, when the strain amplitude increased to 0.014, the Fig. 1 Prototype of the proposed device including with a compact piezoelectric actuator. Fig. 2 Fitting results by respectively using the Hollomon equation and the modified fitting equation to be compared with the actual engineering stress-strain curve of an extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy. Fig. 2 , with the identical strain amplitudes, the stabilized cyclic stresses were higher than the tensile stresses, which indicated the extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy presented obvious cyclic hardening behavior. Similarly, by respectively adopting the Hollomon equation and the modified equation, the fitting results of low cyclic stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 3 . The coupled strain amplitudes and stabilized cyclic stresses were 0.0058, 182.5 MPa, 0.011, 216.8 MPa, and 0.014, 227.2 MPa. Based on the Hollomon equation, when adopting 0.0058 and 0.011 as strain amplitudes, the fitting result is shown in eq. (7), and eq. (8) also shows the fitting result when adopting 0.011 and 0.014 as strain amplitudes, the two fitted curves incompletely coincided with the stabilized cyclic stresses and could not accurately reflect the actual cyclic stress-strain curve. For the identical known parameters, the fitting result by using the modified exponential fitting method is shown in eq. (9), and the correlation coefficient was obtained as 0.9997. Therefore, the proposed fitting equation was also available to describe the cyclic stress-strain curve at region of uniform plastic deformation. 
Results and Discussions
Although the cyclic stress-strain curve could be deduced by merely three stabilized cyclic stresses at respective strain amplitude on basis of the proposed fitting method, accurate prediction method with less known stabilized cyclic stresses provided was expected. Now that the proposed fitting method was appropriate for the description of both the engineering and cyclic stress-strain curves, and the engineering and cyclic stress-strain curves presented the same exponential trend of monotonic increasing at region of uniform plastic deformation, therefore, the mathematic relation between the engineering and cyclic stress-strain curves could be established. The mathematic expression should include a constant term and an exponential term related to the independent variable (plastic strain ¾ p ), the exponential term and constant term were used to adjust the shape and amplitude of the curve respectively. Equation (10) shows the proposed prediction method of cyclic stress-strain curve, where · c is the predicted stabilized cyclic stress, · c1 and · c2 are the known stabilized cyclic stresses at two strain amplitudes, · m1 and · m2 are the corresponding static stresses, k c is the exponential adjustment coefficient, t c is the cyclic constant term, ¾ p is also the plastic strain and · m is the static stress. On condition that · c1 , · c2 , · m1 , · m2 and ¾ p were all known parameters, k c and t c could be calculated accordingly. Theoretically, the prediction method merely required the material's two stabilized cyclic stresses at respective strain amplitudes and the engineering stress-strain curve, which are not difficult to obtain from the low cycle fatigue and uniaxial tensile tests respectively. By using eq. (10), the prediction result of low cyclic stress-strain curve of the extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy compared with the stabilized cyclic stresses at given strain amplitudes is shown in Fig. 4 . The given strain amplitudes were 0.0058 and 0.014, the corresponding stabilized cyclic and static stresses were 182.5 MPa, 227.2 MPa and 161.5 MPa, 202.5 MPa respectively, so k c and t c could be respectively calculated as 0.0971 and ¹10.2. Meanwhile, based on eq. (10), when the strain amplitudes was 0.011, the predicted stabilized cyclic stress was 218.1 MPa, as above mentioned, the actual stabilized cyclic stress obtained from the low cyclic fatigue test was 216.8 MPa, so the predicted and actual stresses were approximately close. Additionally, the actual cyclic stressstrain curve of the magnesium alloy on basis of more plentiful strain amplitudes at region of uniform plastic deformation was experimentally obtained. As shown in Fig. 5 , the predicted curve was also from the engineering stress-strain curve and the known cyclic stresses above mentioned. For the strain range from 0.0058 to 0.02, the predicted and actual low cyclic stress-strain curves were approximate with correlation coefficient of 0.9988. Therefore, the feasibility of the prediction method was preliminarily verified.
Fig . 3 Fitting results of cyclic stress-strain curve by using various fitting methods. Fig. 4 Prediction result of low cyclic stress-strain curve by comparing with the stabilized cyclic stress at given strain amplitudes.
Furthermore, to verify the universal feasibility of the prediction method, 7075 aluminum alloy and H63 copper zinc alloy were adopted to obtain the predicted stabilized cyclic stresses. Specifically, for 7075 aluminum alloy as shown in Fig. 6(a) , the strain range was from 0.0052 to 0.043. For the three given strain amplitudes, 0.008, 0.024 and 0.039, the predicted stabilized cyclic stresses · c were 543.6 MPa, 573.6 MPa and 596.3 MPa respectively, meanwhile, the corresponding stabilized cyclic stresses · s directly obtained from the low cyclic fatigue tests were 542.1 MPa, 574.5 MPa and 597.5 MPa respectively, the maximum predicted stress error for the three strain amplitudes was only 1.5 MPa. On the other hand, for H63 copper zinc alloy as shown in Fig. 6(b) , the strain range was from 0.0053 to 0.031. On basis of strain amplitudes of 0.007, 0.019 and 0.030, the corresponding · c were 324.1 MPa, 332.2 MPa and 336.8 MPa, and the corresponding · s were 322.9 MPa, 332.9 MPa and 337.8 MPa respectively, the maximum prediction error for the three strain amplitudes was 1.2 MPa. Although for the given strain range, · c presented relatively larger values compared with · s at first then showed relatively smaller values as the strain amplitude gradually increased, the predicted and actual stabilized cyclic stresses were approximately close to each other. Therefore, the universal feasibility of the prediction method was preliminarily verified. Meanwhile, the method could be appropriate for other structural materials with typical cyclic hardening behaviors, and from engineering standpoint, the testing work amount of cyclic stress-strain curve could be further reduced to a great extent.
Conclusions
A novel prediction method of low cyclic stress-strain curve for structural materials was investigated. The prediction method was based on a modified exponential fitting equation, which was verified more appropriate to describe the low cyclic stress-strain curve than the known Hollomon equation. Based on the obtained results the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) A miniaturized self-made device with separate modular tensile and fatigue actuators was developed to obtain the engineering and cyclic stress-strain curve curves. The tensile and fatigue actuators were respectively driven by servo motor and piezoelectric actuator. (2) A modified exponential fitting equation and a prediction method based on monotonic engineering stress-strain curve were proposed and discussed. Theoretically, the cyclic stress-strain curve could be deduced by merely three stabilized cyclic stresses at respective strain amplitude. (3) A prediction method of cyclic stress-strain curve, which merely required the material's two stabilized cyclic stresses at respective strain amplitudes and the engineering stress-strain curve, was proposed. For the extruded AZ31B magnesium alloy at the given strain amplitudes range from 0.0058 to 0.02, the fitted and actual low cyclic stress-strain curves were approximate with correlation coefficient of 0.9986. For 7075 aluminum alloy and H63 copper zinc alloy, the predicted and actual stabilized cyclic stresses were approximately close to each other. Therefore, the universal feasibility of the prediction method was preliminarily verified. Meanwhile, the method could be appropriate for other structural materials with typical cyclic hardening behaviors. 
